EBRI Issue Brief is a monthly periodical providing expert evaluations of a single employee benefit issue or trend each month, including critical analyses of employee benefit policies and proposals. Online at www.ebri.org/publications/ib/

EBRI Notes is a monthly periodical providing topical information on a variety of employee benefit topics. Each issue includes two shorter feature articles on important health and retirement benefit topics, based on current research taking place at EBRI. Online at www.ebri.org/publications/notes/

Looking for story ideas? Check out:

EBRIef is a weekly roundup of EBRI research and insights, as well as updates on surveys, studies, litigation, legislation and regulation impacting employee benefit plans. Subscribe at http://eepurl.com/i8qeP

EBRI’s Blog is a series of periodic postings that supplement our regular publications, and offer comment on questions that we get from news reporters, policymakers, and others. Online at https://ebriorg.wordpress.com/

Fast Facts from EBRI each week highlights a compelling datapoint or facet of EBRI research, generally with a visual (chart) component. Online at www.ebri.org/publications/facts/?fa=fastfacts

$avings Account$ is a monthly publication of the American Savings Education Council (ASEC) featuring information about the latest surveys and research on savings and financial literacy, as well as updates on new (and established but relevant) tools, and information on various events, conferences, and symposiums relevant to ASEC’s Mission: To make saving and retirement planning a priority for all Americans. Subscribe at http://bit.ly/MIKH1H

Ballpark E$timate helps you (and your readers) quickly identify approximately how much you need to save to fund a comfortable retirement. Accessible in a variety of mediums: hardcopy worksheet (English and Spanish versions), interactive online, and via iTunes and Android apps. Available at www.choosetosave.org/ballpark/

Access EBRI Publications/resources via digital platforms in the iTunes app store, and on Google Play

Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/choosetosave, and https://twitter.com/EBRI

The Employee Benefit Research Institute is a private, nonpartisan, nonprofit research institute based in Washington, DC, that focuses on health, savings, retirement, and economic security issues. EBRI does not lobby and does not take policy positions. The work of EBRI is made possible by funding from its members and sponsors, which include a broad range of public, private, for-profit and nonprofit organizations. For more information go to www.ebri.org or www.asec.org